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Introduction 

 

Adaptive leadership is becoming increasingly important as fast changes put increasing 

demands on organizations and leaders to keep up, such as rapid technological advances, increased 

use of virtual interaction, globalization of work-forces and even, so called social acceleration 

(Rosa, 2013), demanding that workers are engaged in tasks long past the typical 40-hour work 

week.  Adaptive leadership is defined as leadership that involves changing behavior in 

appropriate ways demanded by the situation at hand, and constitutes leaders that can accurately 

diagnose the situation and react accordingly (Yukl and Mahsud, 2010).  

Historically speaking, military organizations have a reputation of being bureaucratic 

organizations characterized by tradition, hierarchy, and rank, which can be perceived as slow in 

their processes (Alvinius, et al., 2014; Andrzejewski, 1954; Jamali et al., 2006). However, 

organizations (even the military) are in a constant need to transform themselves in order to meet 

ambiguous contextual and environmental demands (Blass and Ferris, 2007). This calls for leaders 

that are highly adaptable and flexible when encountering change. This can pose to be a challenge 

for leaders in organizations that are primarily working under the organization’s formal systems 

according to protocols and hierarchy mandated by following rules of strong organizational 

obedience (Alvinius et al., 2019). Despite its importance, little attention has been placed on the 

modern military leader and the specific skills necessary to adapt to changing contexts.  

One way to improve organizational adaptability is by using by utilizing both the informal and 

formal organizational structures (Ali, 2016). Informal and formal organizational structures are a 

way of dividing up the organization into two separate identities in order to compare how they are 

used in working life. Informal structures have been found to provide important functions in both 
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civilian (Hoffman et al., 2005; Plickert et al., 2007) and recently, even military organizations 

(Ali, 2016; Ohlsson et al., 2017) and usually include networks that individuals form during 

personal contact.  

First, they often provide quick solutions to problems that are time critical, for example, 

interactions formed in response to disaster relief (Denning, 2006). Analyzing response efforts 

after the terrorist attacks of September 11th and the relief efforts after hurricane Katarina in 2005, 

has demonstrated that it was the organic collaboration of varying actors involved that provided 

relief rather than pre-organized response planning from specific organizations (Ali, 2016; 

Denning, 2006). Informal structures often function to expedite processes that are typically slow 

and inefficient when adhering only to an organization’s formal processes. Ali (2016) points out 

that a symbiotic relationship of these two structures provides the best response ability, allowing 

the organization to be more agile, yet following rules and mandates. This, in turn, can produce 

improved outcomes of joint effort beyond the efforts of an individual organization (O’Brien and 

Ali, 2006; Salas et al., 2009; Surowiecki, 2004). Ohlsson et al. (2017) determined that one of the 

unique challenges in higher-level leader positions is the balancing act between the formal and 

informal structures of an organization.  

In order for high-level leaders to work within informal organizational systems, the leader must 

be able to engage in boundary spanning activities for their organizations. This is characterized by 

the leaders’ intrinsic competencies and authorization to step outside organizational boundaries to 

collaborate with different organization actors (Aldrich and Herker, 1977; Alvinius et al., 2014; 

Williams, 2002). One way that this is accomplished is through networking and building social 

capital in working contexts. These activities have previously been linked with positive results for 

both individuals (O'Meara and Stromquist, 2015; Seibert et al., 2001) and organizations (Ossola, 

2013). However, an in-depth understanding of how the leader actually do these activities in a 
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given kind of organizational context is lacking. Therefore, a knowledge gap still exists for what 

valuable skill set is necessary for high-levels leaders to have in order to meet the changing 

demands and contexts and to gain adaptability in a hierarchical organizational system.  

A limitation of previous studies has been to focus on leadership behavior separately instead of 

examining behavior patterns used by leaders for adaptability (Shipper and White, 1999; Yukl and 

Mahsud, 2010). The study aims to gain a deeper understanding of what leadership skills are 

important for leaders in gaining adaptability in a hierarchical organization along with antecedent 

factors that influence the potential development of these skill sets. Due to the lack of research in 

this context, we chose a qualitative method for a more in-depth exploration.  

 

Method 

Selection of Informants 

In total, there were 15 Swedish participants, two of which were women. All informants were 

either Brigadiers (5) or Colonels (10) and 14 of the 15 represented the Swedish Armed Forces 

Headquarters (HQ) or the Swedish Defence University. Three of the informants were interviewed 

at the training exercise (including one Norwegian Colonel). Their ages ranged from 47- 61 years 

old. Five informants had a navy background and ten informants had background in the army. 

Airborne units were not represented in this study. They all represented wide leadership 

experiences in national and international staff work.  

Following the guidelines of grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Starrin et al., 1997), 

informants were selected with the intention to capture as wide of a variety of experiences as 

possible in the given context. The study began with a visit to an international military staff 

training (“Illuminated Summers” held in Enköping, Sweden in May 2014) to gain a deeper 

understanding of both the formal and informal aspects of international staff work and resulted in 
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three pilot interviews to begin the process. The selection can be described as a theoretical 

sampling where the researchers jointly collect, code, and analyze the data and decide what data to 

collect next in order to develop theory as it emerges (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Although we 

interviewed the informants at a training event, the informants gave reflections based upon their 

real life military staff experience. 

 After this initial stage, the interview process continued by leaving detailed information 

regarding the desired sample we were out after to two contacts at the Swedish Defence University 

who have accessibility to the military personnel regularly. They were able to connect us with a 

few starting informants to continue our process with. After their interviews, the informants were 

able to connect us with other appropriate contacts for additional interviews suited for our study. 

This selection is in accordance with theoretical sampling (Glaser and Strauss, 1967), which 

employs a so-called snowball sampling technique, with the intention to capture as wide of a 

variety of experiences and occupational roles as possible (Esaiasson et al., 2003).  

After the training event, the additional 12 informants were initially contacted by e-mail and 

informed about the aim of the project and the use of data. Communicating with the informants by 

e-mail was a conscious strategy to give them time to reflect on whether to give us their informed 

consent. The e-mail was followed up and a meeting was arranged.  

Data Collection 

Data were collected through qualitative, semi-structured interviews conducted according to a 

prepared interview guide. The interviews consisted of broad open-ended questions organized 

around a few main themes and subthemes: 

 (1) Professional background questions focused on national and international staff experience 

 Education, competence, areas of expertise, rank 

(2) Informal influences in staff work – at the individual and organizational levels 
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 Communication strategies, aspects affecting working climate, formal and informal 

recruiting strategies 

(3) Influencing behavior at the individual, group and organizational levels 

 leadership styles, group processes, formal and informal decision making processes, 

influencing behavior 

(4) Internal and external organizational contexts 

All of the individual interviews were held by the first and second authors in the Spring of 

2015. The majority took place at the informants’ place of employment and a few were conducted 

over the phone due to the hectic work schedules of the informants and geographical distance. The 

interviews varied in length, ranging from approximately 45-90 minutes. All were recorded with 

the interviewees consent in order to be analyzed later by all of the authors. 

Data Analysis 

The methodological approach was qualitative and inductive according to the Grounded Theory 

Method (GTM) (Glaser, 1998; 1978; Glaser and Strauss, 1967) with the intention of better 

understanding a phenomenon in a specific context and generating a new theoretical contribution 

as a result of data analysis. The interviews were transcribed verbatim and then read and discussed 

by all of the authors in order to have a holistic perspective of the phenomenon and context and to 

increase interrater reliability (Bryman and Bell, 2015). The data were analyzed according to the 

comparative method by Glaser and Strauss (1967), using clustering, a process of moving to 

higher levels of abstraction. The first step is known as “open coding” where data were examined 

line by line in a word document. This was done in order to identify the informants’ descriptions 

of thought patterns, feelings and actions related to the interview themes. An example of a code is 

given below: 
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One thing I’ve learned from previous bosses, be clear and direct! Bosses that are unclear, if it isn’t pure 

chaos, then it often creates turbulence and that isn’t good for the working environment. 

This quote was coded as “clear communication”.  

The codes were then printed out and then cut individually in order to have each code separated 

from the others. The codes were then sorted on a working table and the authors grouped the codes 

manually together in order to see patterning formed in the data. The codes were initially sorted 

into concepts and then into different categories based on found similarities. From the above 

example, the code “clear communication” was then sorted into the category “Leadership skills 

gained through experience”. By grouping the codes manually and together, the authors had a rich 

understanding of the data and were able to work iteratively (iterative process according to Glaser, 

1978), back and forth between codes, categories and the raw data in order to determine a core 

variable. During this process, the researchers consistently discussed both questions, “what is the 

main concern?” and “why is it a main concern?” according to Glaser and Holton (2004) as a 

methodological tool to reach a deeper understanding of the data and, in turn, to generate theory.  

In the third and final step, a theoretical model was created by fitting the categories into 

superior categories using the constant comparative method of analysis. Thus, through an 

abductive approach, theory was generated from patterns described within a given context (Glaser, 

1998). 

In practice, the steps of analysis were not strictly sequential, as the constant comparative 

method was the guiding principle for simultaneous data collection, data analysis and coding until 

there was a theoretical saturation, meaning that no new concepts or categories were being 

generated, which is in line with the iterative process of grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 

1967). The suggested theoretical model is presented at the end of the Results section and 

illustrative examples will then be presented throughout the Results section under each category.  
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Ethics 

All informants were treated in accordance with human research principles formulated by the 

Swedish Research Council (2011). 

Results 

Below the results will be introduced by the four distinct superior categories that were 

identified in the data. A detailed description of each superior category and their underpinning 

categories are presented below. 

Leader’s Professional Background 

This superior category is built up by professional background factors which have helped 

military leaders attain their high-level positions. There were three underpinning categories that 

were identified: (1) Leadership skills gained through experience, and (2) Good understanding of 

the organization and (3) Professional name-branding. 

 

Leadership skills gained through experience  

The officers interviewed had lengthy backgrounds in leadership positions both nationally and 

internationally, ranging from 15-35 years in military contexts. A few had experiences in special 

division units and most were holding positions at the Swedish Armed Forces Headquarters at the 

time of the interviews. They also held a firm belief that military personnel needed to hold a wide 

range of military positions in order to work their way up the career ladder: 

If you want to be a general, for example, you can’t just have been sitting at one position and then you 

suddenly become the Chief of the Army. You have to have done staff work and have done different troup 

positions at different levels, and you HAVE to have done something internationally. 

It was reported that these national and international experiences gave them leadership insight 

that helped them their current high-level leadership positions within the organization.  
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Good understanding of the organization 

All of the informants believed that their previous experience in varying leadership roles led 

them to know how the organization truly worked and that their leadership skills grew from their 

various experiences. This tangible learning through experience is expressed in the following 

quote: 

When you first start you have to be very sensitive…it takes time to get into the system and you have to be 

very sensitive to how it works here- you’re just a very small fish in a large pond. 

Most believed that by learning, both formally and informally, how the organization really 

works a truly good leader could be formed.  

 

Professional name-branding 

To work at the high organizational level for longer periods of time means that one often builds 

a reputation within the organization, sometimes consciously built and other times subconsciously. 

This was considered important for future career growth opportunities within the organization as 

reflected in the following quote: 

You get really niched in others’ perceptions of you with this reputation. I think that the name-brand one 

has for oneself is unbelievably important for career development.  

This was discussed as being an important leadership factor within the organization as the 

leader is building his/her career and external of the organization with other actors in high-level 

leadership for cooperation and negotiation.   

Organizational Environment Characteristics 

This superior category is built up by characteristics identified within the organization which 

affects the high-level leader’s work environment and production. There were four underpinning 
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categories identified: (1) High performance at fast pace, (2) Stress from higher bosses, (3) Career 

competition, and (4) Military rotational cycle. 

 

High performance at fast pace 

There was an overwhelming perception that they higher levels of leadership had a higher 

expectation of delivery of task performance. They thought there was little time allotted for 

personal development at higher levels. 

I think that when a person comes up to this level, where a person sits relatively high up in the Armed 

Forces, then it is expected that you should deliver, despite time constraints. 

The majority of informants described a need for a constant fast working tempo. As a boss, they 

often had more insight as to how urgent the task at hand was compared to lower ranks. One joked 

by saying: 

When someone comes and asks for something, we usually say ‘is it urgent by the second, urgent by the 

minute or is it not urgent at all?’ so that we don’t have to run all the time for each task, to differentiate how 

important each task is otherwise we would constantly run. 

Most informants described that learning how to shift tempo when needed and to prioritize 

work tasks were important skills in order to manage the organizational demands.  

 

Stress from higher bosses 

Many leaders felt the organizational focus was mostly upwards towards higher authority 

within the organization. 

People look upward very much. We feel the whip from up high and we just keep going. If our Regiment 

Commander calls me and says something needs to be done, then I just go from the belief that he is right and 

not just that he is saying that because he is using me in some way. It’s frustrating because I think we don’t 

really look at the consequences and take advice from beneath (subordinate- our comment).  
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A few described the importance for leaders to be more reflective in their work and to take 

input from both their subordinates and bosses. However, this was reported to rarely be the case, 

due to a stressed working climate.  

 

Career competition 

Leaders described a sense of competition from other leaders in similar rank and level: 

Yes, there’s some types of competitive relationships also, everyone that is in the career mindset are always 

trying to position themselves well. 

It was commented that there is a sense that most leaders are looking forward to their next 

career advancement opportunity. One leader reflected on his personal experience with this: 

I’ve had a slogan for myself for a long time in this career, ‘the most important isn’t my next position, it’s 

the one job I have now’ and I think more Armed Forces leaders on all different levels should have that to 

think over.  

This motto was a way to keep him grounded and mindful of the leadership role he currently 

had, rather than reaching for the next.  

 

Military rotational cycle 

The majority of the respondents believed that their position rotations have been too short in 

order to have reached their peak development as leaders. 

Before I became Regiment Commander, I hadn’t had the same position more than maybe two and a half 

years one time, and that was pretty far into my career, when I became Regiment Commander I was 41 years 

old…so a lot of changing. 

All informants reported that these frequent changing of positions were negative for both the 

individual and the organization. It was communicated that this was especially the case for leader 
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positions because they often needed the additional time in order to develop the units and make an 

organizational difference.  

Contextual Appraisal 

The third superior category deals with the ability for a leader to accurately appraise a context 

or situation. This ability is derived from the factors, the leader’s professional background and a 

good understanding of the organizational environmental characteristics. Many initially describe it 

a “gut” feeling, however, after further discussion it becomes clear that it is based on previous 

experiences which allows the leader to innately understand which decision to make in varying 

contexts. This is demonstrated in the following quote:  

I think there are two parts. The first is that I often have a feeling for which was to go, call it a gut feeling 

or ethics, it is just clear that we will go in this direction but secondly it is that I understand the context around 

decision process, which way things are moving.  

The informant described an ability to understand the informal direction the organization was 

moving in different contexts and therefore the skill to accurately appraise the context to make a 

decision best suited for the situation. Thus, contextual appraisal can be interpreted as an 

irreplaceable skill that is built over a leader’s career allowing them to pilot the organization for 

appropriate decision making.  

Organizational Smooth Power 

The fourth and final superior category is built up by reflections the informants had on best 

leadership practices on how to influence others and the organization when responding to 

organizational demands. There were three underpinning categories identified: (1) Structural 

smoothness, (2) Emotional smoothness, and (3) Relational smoothness. 

 

Structural smoothness 
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Most informants stressed the importance of using both formal and informal processes in an 

organization in order for the organization to benefit to its fullest, often simultaneously. A leader’s 

ability to be structurally smooth entails determining when to follow typical praxis of formal 

processes and knowing when to use informal processes in order to obtain organizational goals. At 

this high-level of leadership is also means using their power position to formalize processes that 

are informally obtained. 

 

Formal processes 

These were discussed as being positive in many ways, with most focus landing on the 

importance of following staff ethics, creating transparency in one’s work and that following 

formal processes provides valuable security in routine procedures. Formal processes include the 

organization’s procedures and routines that the military has in place for decision making and staff 

work. Within the military, this is typically characteristic of following hierarchical processes 

based upon designated rank and role of specific individuals.  

 

Informal processes 

These include the ways individuals are able to influence formal organizational work through 

other means than the formal processes defined by the organization. In other words, not following 

the formally designated hierarchical procedures. The informants shared reflections indicating that 

these processes are not typically discussed openly, but that they are avenues often in order to 

achieve organizational goals. This underpinning category is built up by reflections and 

experiences the informants had with informal processes within the military organization and the 

most focus landed on the use of informal processes as a process accelerator, through creating 

networks, and the importance of informal meetings.  
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An example of the importance of informal meetings is below: 

They are just as important as the formal processes (referring to informal processes- our comment). 

When we send a proposal to be considered, we are actually sending it to be formally approved or signed 

only. We have already discussed the proposal and the consequences with the key players before. We have 

already (informally- our comment) heard that this proposal is going to go through. We are pretty sure 

already that the decision is already made but needs to be seen on paper. 

This is a quote taken from an informant describing the working process that he/she typically 

engages in, including discussing big decisions with the power source(s) in advance in informal 

contexts and then sending the decisions to the formal contexts for approval after the discussions.  

Balancing formal and informal processes 

Leaders described ways in which they balanced the formal organizational processes with the 

use of informal processes in order to benefit the organization. This is referred to as structural 

smoothness as it depicts the ability to adjust back and forth between the two processes to obtain a 

goal. The use of structural smoothness is reflected in the following statement:  

A good old principle to live by is to follow the Chain of command in the Armed Forces and take things via 

the boss to go to the next level, but depending on what you are working with, the informal avenues are used 

for a discussion forum. Then when you come to the formal decision process you return to the formal 

avenue…I think we are similar in the Armed Forces, just like many other organizations.  

This excerpt illustrates the need to respect the organizations chain or hierarchy, however, 

being open to the possibilities that informal forums may offer as well. Another informant 

described the need to formalize processes that have been informally attained: 

There is definitely the informal in the political diplomatic world also…but after you have understood what 

is happening informally, you need to put it back into the system and formalize it.  

This formalization of the informal adds authenticity and transparency in the leader’s work to 

the subordinates and superiors. 
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Emotional smoothness 

A few leaders described the need to be good emotion managers of their own feelings in order 

to practice good leadership with their subordinates. This is often obtained through the leader’s 

emotion regulation capacity, or ability to withhold one’s own natural emotional response and 

respond with the emotion that is appropriate in the context. As one informant stated: 

But then I start getting simple questions that land on my desk and I can sometimes feel irritated about it 

but I can’t show that irritation…there are many things you can’t show that you get irritated about…you have 

to be able to show the policy that “no question is a dumb question”. 

This was also indicated as being important toward the higher hierarchies as well. The leader’s 

awareness of his/her own emotion reactions and his/her ability for emotion regulation according 

to the appropriate response to the given context was an important factor expressed.   

Other emotion management skills were also reported, such as validating the emotions and 

ideas expressed from others: 

It is important that people are heard. They need to express themselves and not feel judged or like 

someone is going to counter-argue their point automatically.  

This demonstrated the importance of leader’s capacity to confirm others’ emotional 

experience during the working process.  

 

Relational smoothness 

The focus on making contact and interaction with people was noted as being especially 

important for implementing organizational smooth power. At the political level, the relationships 

between people often negotiated the collaboration of whole nations. It was stated: 

It is all built upon relationships…if you have an individual present that is representing a nation, who is 

supposed to show interest for cooperation, some people just aren’t good enough and don’t get the job done 
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and then the organization, or even nation has lost a possibility to be a part (of the decision process- our 

comment) simply because they didn’t have a representative that was savvy enough… 

This factor was mentioned repeatedly in both formal and informal processes. The use of 

formal processes in order to show respect to others as well as the organization and the importance 

of influencing through built relationships.  

Of equal importance is the ability to recognize individuals that the higher-level boss trusts and 

work hard to build working relationships with those individuals, as seen in the following remark: 

It is a direct analysis of who the boss trusts…and in some way you must build a relationship with those 

individuals immediately. I work really hard with those relationships.  

In this case, the informant discussed that he/she builds the trust of the individuals that the boss 

has strong working relationships with in order to also build a reputation of being trustworthy, and 

more likely to have influencing ability in various decisions. 

In sum, the use of smooth power is accomplished through structural, emotional and relational 

smoothness in order to help the organization become more adaptable in different contexts. The 

leader’s use of smooth power allows the leader to manage organizational goals in a timely 

manner and make their work transparent and authentic to his or her superior leaders and 

subordinates.  

A quote illustrating the leader’s use of organizational smooth power is shown below: 

You need to know, like, how much you can push certain activities in the system and which ones you need 

to put a little extra grease on. Here it isn’t just to send a few papers between the different departments, it’s 

that people need to go and talk and work a little smart and smoothly…When you are working in a staff, this 

relationship part is very important to realize that everything you do is dependent on other people…walking 

around and talking the whole time and working in that way, that is what leads to success.  
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This excerpt illustrates the leader’s need to be able to balance and integrate both formal and 

informal processes in order to succeed, with a special focus on building and maintaining 

relationships with others.  

Leaders also stressed the importance of identifying the informal power sources in the 

organization and building working relationships with them. This is exemplified below regarding a 

group of assistants that help the higher level bosses: 

“This group of people make a lot of the big decisions despite having the formal authority to do so. It is 

mainly because they have been delegated tasks that the bosses at the higher levels think they don’t have time 

for.” 

The informants stressed that it is important to maintain relationships with these informal 

power sources in order to present ideas to them. These groups of people, in turn, decided which 

ideas were allowed to go forward to the supreme commander. They worked as a type of filter to 

determine which ideas were important enough to be presented to the highest leader, in an effort to 

save time and resources.  

Theoretical Model Construction 

In line with the iterative process of the grounded theory method (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) a 

theoretical model was conceptualized relating the four superior categories to each other and 

identifying one of the superior categories (organizational smooth power) as the core variable. The 

suggested model is presented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The high-level leader’s use of smooth power, using contextual appraisal, is based on the 

leader’s professional background and the organizational environment characteristics. 

 

The model was derived by understanding and analyzing patterns in the data which indicated 

relationships between the defined superior and underpinning categories. The model offers a 

holistic perspective of how the individual parts interact with one another to form the core 
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variable, organizational smooth power. Using Glaser’s (1978) terms, the suggested model could 

be said to represent the causal model family.  

Taking a closer look at the interaction of the superior categories, the core variable, smooth 

power, is based upon the leader’s ability to accurately use contextual appraisal in a given 

situation. This contextual appraisal is built by an interaction between the leader’s professional 

background and the organizational environment characteristics. The outcome of the process, 

smooth power, can be summarized as an adaptive way to handle multiple demands from the 

environment and the organization. Smooth power is a skill used in high-level leadership, that 

challenges a traditional, military obedience logic.   

Discussion 

The study aims to gain a deeper understanding of what leadership skills are important for 

gaining organizational adaptability along with antecedent factors that influence the potential 

development of these skill sets. This has been a growing topic of interest (Ferris and Kacmar, 

1992; Hackman and Johnson, 2013); specifically, in relation to the use of varying behaviors that 

leaders can use to influence and adapt in different environments. The results of the study 

produced theoretical contributions for the interaction of organizational behavior and leaders’ 

influencing behavior, which will be discussed below. 

A core variable was identified in the data, the leader’s use of smooth power in order to 

influence his/her surroundings, internal and external of the organization, to reach goals in a 

timely and productive manner. Smooth power is built upon three pillars of influencing behavior, 

which form a specific skill set to better handle unpredictable organizational demands. These 

skills can lead to increased organizational adaptability.   

The first is the leaders’ use of structural smoothness, which entails balancing the formal 

organizational structures with the use of informal structures in order to benefit the organization, 
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such as discussing decisions in advance before presenting them for formal approval and 

activating social networks to achieve organizational goals. This ability was described as being 

critically important and possible repercussions of high-levels of military leaders not being able to 

flexibly adjust between the informal and formal organizational contexts could mean that the 

leader, and their respective nation and/or organization, may not be allowed to be involved in 

varying arenas, as they may like to be. This is a recognized concept in many organizations 

(Balkundi and Kilduff, 2005; Blass and Ferris, 2007) but has not been highlighted as similarly 

important in military contexts, therefore, this is one of the contributions that the current study 

offers. 

The second pillar of organizational smooth power is using relational smoothness as an 

influencer. This is similar to previous findings stating the importance of gaining social capital in 

varying organizational levels (Ben Hador, 2017; Oh et al., 2006) and applying social skills (social 

effectiveness) at the work place through networking and the use of interpersonal skills (Ferris and 

Kacmar, 1992; Hackman and Johnson, 2013). Our study contributes by outlining why these skills 

are necessary and in what context. First, we interpret that relational smoothness aids in improving 

boundary spanning activities external of the organization, improving relationships with other 

organizations and actors which is become since Swedish Armed Forces currently finds itself in a 

time of transition, one moving from the traditional peace enforcing missions to that of peace-

keeping, usually in collaboration with other larger nations (Grönberg, 2010). This is especially 

the case with smaller actors, such as Sweden, which finds itself in more of a contributing role as 

more of a “plug in” resource in international forums assisting larger actors, such as the EU and 

UN (Ohlsson et al., 2014). Given the demands of the individual’s need to interact and collaborate 

with team members, other military staff personnel and with international actors, understanding 
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the informal structures of the organization, applying social skills and influencing ability, could 

arguably, be key elements to the success of the organization. 

The third pillar is the use of emotional smoothness. This can be interpreted similarly as the 

theoretical concept of emotional intelligence (Goleman et al., 2013), with the key difference of 

the individual being able to effectively apply their emotional intelligence ability at the work 

place, partly contributed to by the antecedent variables. The use of emotion in leadership has 

become a staple of modern leadership models, such as transformational (Bass, 1995) and 

authentic (Avolio and Garner, 2005), which defines emotion as a primary way to motivate and 

inspire in order to improve employee engagement and performance. These leadership models are 

used as blanket models for all levels of leadership and may lack the functionality to define how it 

may be used specific to varying levels of leadership (Ohlsson and Larsson, 2017). This study 

helps to define how emotion is used (in combination with other skills) as a resource for 

influencing potential at high-levels of the organization by improving collaborative efforts and 

boundary-spanning activities internal and external of the organization. The interactive process of 

emotion and relational energies for organizational benefit has recently been asserted (Baker, 

2019) as being important for empirical research.  

Although these theoretical pillars are theoretically similar to recognizable theoretical 

frameworks, the first unique contribution this study offers is the importance of the leader’s use of 

all of these behaviors simultaneously. The authors focused on interactive behavior patterns in 

order to understand leadership behavior used to improve organization adaptability, rather than 

each individual behaviors separately, which was previously criticized for not being suitable for 

understanding the facilitative or inhibiting effects when used simultaneously in the same situation 

(Shipper and White, 1999; Yukl, 2010). Therefore, the symbiosis of these theoretical pillars 

creates the new theoretical contribution, smooth power, which is interpreted as a facilitative skill 
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for high-level leaders to maneuver in order to be able to perform the unique tasks required, such 

as social capital building for improved boundary spanning activities. It essentially allows the 

leader to be more adaptive in an organizational system that is sometimes too slow in its processes 

than necessary in a given context.  

One could even interpret a leader’s use of smooth power as a direct consequence of the 

organization’s dysfunction in certain situations. Therefore, the leader’s influencing behavior 

becomes a type of coping strategy for the organization in order to allow the leader to reach 

organizational goals, despite the hierarchical structure. When the organization shows indicators 

of organizational stress, thus, demanding the organization to produce results faster than the 

hierarchical structure will allow. The leader, in turn, responds with using short cuts through 

established networks and built relationships to find quicker solutions than possible in the 

hierarchical system allows. After finding solutions, the leader turns back to the formal structures 

of the organization to ensure that it is documented and formalized appropriately. In essence, the 

leader is doing repair work for the organization’s inflexibility to meet the demands (Alvinius et 

al., 2017) and, thus, leading to leadership adaptability to changing environmental characteristics. 

Wang et al. (2017) found similar results in the way that employees used job crafting (seeking 

resources and reducing demands) in order to increase adaptability in organizations. Essentially, 

the use of smooth power helps the leader gain control (through influencing behavior) in an 

environment that is unpredictable. 

In light of present study’s findings, it could be interpreted that high-level leaders that are able 

to use organizational smooth power effectively are able to improve their ability to be boundary 

spanners for the organization, acting as facilitators for collaboration within an organization and 

between organizations (Aldrich and Herker, 1977; Alvinius et al., 2014; Willams, 2002) in 

formal and informal contexts. Leaders often act as inter-organizational links which represent the 
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organization in social contexts, therefore, the leader’s use of smooth power can lead to more 

adaptable leadership and, in turn, a more flexible organization by balancing the formal and 

informal organizational structures. These findings further confirm the importance of building 

social capital at various levels: personal, intra and external of the organization in order to attain 

personal (career building) and organizational goals.    

As Jackall (1988) pointed out, organizations are often involved in a “moral maze”, balancing 

and out-weighing ethical considerations with necessary survival strategies for organizations in an 

insecure market. Therefore, careful ethical considerations should be considered when leaders 

balance the formal and informal arenas due to the risk of manipulation by the leader. Therefore, 

the overuse of (imbalance) of informal processes within an organization can lead to ethical issues 

or ego-oriented leadership, with the leader sliding the agenda for benefits in his/her favor. 

Negative effects of ego-oriented leadership have been demonstrated previously through the 

concept of destructive leadership (Larsson et al., 2012). Therefore, authentic and ethical 

leadership aspects should be a prioritized concern when learning to implement smooth power 

within organizations (Gardner et al., 2005; Larsson and Eid, 2012).  

Another contribution the study provides is defining two interacting antecedent factors that 

contribute to the leader’s ability to contextually appraise, the leader’s professional background 

and organizational environment characteristics. When interpreting the leader’s influencing 

behavior (use of smooth power), this has to be understood in relation to the organizational 

environment characteristics for the results to have true meaning. Therefore, it is important to 

analyze how the two antecedent variables interact with each other. The data indicated that leaders 

used influencing behaviors at higher levels of organization in order to fulfill organizational tasks 

that were not as easily receptive in the given hierarchical military organizational structure. The 

authors analyze that this is due to organizational stress due to factors such as continuous 
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organizational change, downsizing, budget cuts, etc. Internal of the organization, these factors 

influenced the leaders’ need to influence decision-making processes for their own department. In 

situations involving decisions that needed to be made immediately, which were not able to be 

done given the hierarchical structure, the leader sought out contacts within and external of the 

organization in order to find solutions and expedite the processes, sometimes skipping the 

hierarchical processes. However, once solutions were identified, they were brought back into the 

formal system and formalized appropriately. Therefore, the leader needed to be able to move 

within both the formal and informal systems in order to reach organizational goals in a stressed 

organizational environment.  

This leadership skill appears to be learned through years of exposure in the organization in 

various contexts rather than learned through specific leadership training. The data even indicated 

that those that were unable to be use smooth power risked negative repercussions for their 

organization including risking that their respective nation and/or organization, may not be 

allowed to be involved in varying arenas, as they may like to be. This is a recognized concept in 

many organizations (Balkundi and Kilduff, 2005; Blass and Ferris, 2007) but has not been 

highlighted as similarly important in military contexts, therefore, this is one of the contributions 

that the current study offers. 

A few of the individual’s antecedent factors are also consistent with the model of indirect 

leadership developed by Larsson et al. (2007). Specifically, the leader’s need to build a positive 

organizational image for their leadership role inside and outside of the organization. Our results 

indicate that this is accomplished through professional name-branding. This external image 

building appears to be important for establishing and maintaining relationships, thus social 

capital. This is a way of building organizational trust internally and externally of the 

organization. This also confirms similar findings that Blass and Ferris (2007) introduced in their 
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conceptual model of the importance of reputation building for leaders within the organization for 

leadership success. 

In sum, bureaucratic organizations are organized through the use of rules, procedures and 

hierarchy which are clearly mapped in the formal organizational structure. However, descriptions 

of how informal organizational structures work are diffuse and unclear despite their prevalence in 

organizations (Hackman and Johnson, 2013; Jackall, 1988). This study’s contribution is to 

highlight influencing behaviors that high-level leaders use (often simultaneously) to influence 

within informal organizational structures. Specifically, the identification of patterns concerning 

what skills are important for high-level staff workers to be able to improved boundary spanning, 

emotion shaping and networking capabilities for leaders and, in return, increased organizational 

flexibility. This was pointed out by Blass and Ferris (2007) as being a crucial leadership factor in 

rapidly changing environments, which high-level leaders in military organizations often 

encounter. 

Despite the study’s contributions, there are also several limitations. We do not claim to 

have captured all of the different factors pertinent to formal and informal processes in high-level 

leadership. In constructing our model we were limited to data obtained from selected groups of 

informants. However, the accuracy of the reports of the present study is supported by the fact that 

the narratives were exhaustive and rich in detail.  

It should also be emphasized that the concepts derived from the data are of a sensitizing 

rather than a definitive character, as described by Blumer (1954). In summary, the suggested 

model of influencing factors should be viewed as preliminary and in need of testing in a variety 

of contexts. The interrelationships between the superior categories were fully developed and a 

core variable was generated from the data and was defined as smooth power according to Glaser 

and Strauss’ (1967) definition. Although the model points to a suggested chain of causality 
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(Glaser, 1978), it gives little guidance on the relative amount of impact the different influencing 

factors have on an outcome of a decision in a given situation. 

Although or findings are dependent on a specific military context, we hypothesize that our 

findings are also applicable to other organizations other than the military and that the integration 

of formal and informal processes in organizations using smooth power should be recognized as 

an important skill for high-level leaders in a variety of organizations. Therefore, research efforts 

should be focused on exploring these relationships in other organizational contexts. A few 

departure points to explore further are how and when leaders use emotion as an influencing tool, 

ethical considerations and consequences, and individual differences in the use of influencing 

behavior, such as gender and personality.  

Practical considerations should be given to ethical and moral reflection within leadership 

training for ongoing use in leadership praxis, such as implementation and ongoing reflection of 

ethical leadership (Treviño et al., 2000; Treviño et al., 2003).  Other practical impacts of this 

research may be for selection and retention efforts of high-level military staff workers. The model 

may also be useful for education purposes in order to increase awareness and abilities of smooth 

power concepts in an attempt to increase adaptability in military leadership. It may increase their 

awareness of skills rendered as necessary for collaborative efforts in multinational staff 

environments. The analysis may even be insightful for future military organization development 

endeavors by bringing awareness of the effects of organizational stress, including the adaption 

necessary for individuals to meet organizational demands.  
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